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Work sheet 1
Answers may vary
I. 
1. He/ She    2. She/It/He
3. They    4. you
5. They, her

II.
1. himself      2. ourselves
3. itself      4. yourselves
5. herself      6. myself
7. herself      8. yourselves
9. themselves   10. ourselves

Work sheet 2
I. 
  1. something     2. Nobody
  3. somewhere     4. anybody
  5. Nothing      6. nowhere; somewhere
  7. somewhere     8. something
  9. somewhere   10. anything
11. Somebody   12.anywhere
13. anything; nobody  14. anybody
15. Somebody   16. Somebody
17. Something; something  18. somewhere
19. anywhere   20. anybody; anybody

Work sheet 3
I. 
1. Noun
2. Adjective
3. Adjective
4. Adjective
5. Noun

Answers
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II.
1. their   2. your
3. my   4. his
5. its

Work sheet 4
Answers may vary
I. 
  1. hard; adjective    2. hardly; adverb
  3. late; adjective    4. late; adverb.
  5. lately; adverb    6. immediately; adverb
  7. shortly; adverb    8. exhausted/ tired; adjective
  9. quickly; adverb  10. soon; adverb
11. quickly; adverb  12. wearily; adverb
13. wistful; adjective 14. loudly; adverb
15. cold; adjective 

Work sheet 5
I. 
  1. fastest     2. beautiful
  3. darker     4. more
  5. dangerous    6. most enjoyable
  7. best     8. most
  9. most fun  10. entertaining
11. tallest   12. better
13. well/the best  14. bigger

Work sheet 6
I.
  1. luxurious    2. worst
  3. more dangerous   4. better
  5. cleaner     6. clean
  7. cheapest    8. biggest
  9. more expensive  10. farther
11. expensive  12. the worst
13. the best   14. the cheapest
15. the longest
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Work sheet 7
I.
  1. x, a     2. x
  3. x, the     4. The, x
  5. The, the     6. x, x
  7. x, a, the     8. x
  9. a, x   10. x, a
11. x   12. the
13. x, x   14. x, x
15. the   16. an, x
17. x, the, x

Work sheet 8
Answers may vary
I.
1.  x, the   2. x, a
3. x, x   4. x, a, a, an, a, The, the, the , the, x
5. The   6. an
7. a    8. a

II 
1. a    2. a, the
3. the   4. an
5. an

Work sheet 9
I. 
  1. usually     2. hardly ever
  3. never     4. often
  5. always     6. sometimes
  7. usually     8. usually
  9. always   10. hardly ever
11. never   12. frequently

Work sheet 10
I. 
1. angrily     2. terribly
3. recklessly     4. impatiently
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5. carefully     6. rudely
7. severely     8. drearily
9. apologetically  10. randomly

II. 
1. too   2. too
3. quite   4. really
5. hardly

Work sheet 11
I. 
  1. On     2. for
  3. on     4. on; to
  5. in     6. for
  7. On     8. from
  9. from   10. on
11. at   12. at
13. for   14. to
15. in   16. with
17. to   18. to

Work sheet 12
I. Answers may vary
  1. of     2. on
  3. for     4. for
  5. for     6. about
  7. in     8. by
  9. with   10. at
11. After   12. versus 
13. on   14. opposite/ across

Work sheet 13
I.
1. b      2. c
3. a      4. a
5. a/b     6. a
7. c      8. b
9. a    10. b
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Work sheet 14
1.
Despite the fact that Shruti was very busy yesterday, she helped 
me move into a new apartment.
Although Shruti was very busy yesterday, she helped me move 
into a new apartment.
Shruti was very busy yesterday; however, she helped me move 
into a new apartment.
2.
Although Vivek exercises vigorously, he can’t lose weight.
Despite the fact that Vivek exercises vigorously, he can’t lose 
weight.
Vivek exercises vigorously; however, he can’t lose weight.
3.
Visitors are not allowed to park here since it is a private 
parking area.
Visitors are not allowed to park here because it is a private 
parking area.
Due to the fact it is a private parking area, visitors are not 
allowed to park here.
4.
Hercules can’t lift the box in spite of being very strong.
Hercules is very strong; however, he can’t lift the box.
Hercules is very strong but he can’t lift the box.
5.
Tony Stark is rich, whereas Clark Kent is poor.
Tony Stark is rich, in contrast to Clark Kent, who is poor.
Clark Kent is poor unlike Tony Stark, who is rich.

Work sheet 15
I. 
1. was  were   2. have  had
3. were  was  4. have  has
5. were  was

II. 
1. d.
2. a.   3. c
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Work sheet 16
I. 
1. b    2. d
3. b    4. a
5. c    6. a
7. a

Work sheet 17
I.  
1. will have taken; are visiting
2. will still; I will have been bleeding
3. will be cleaning; will have rearranged; am buying; putting
4. will be working; I will have lived

Work sheet 18
I.
  1. will have become    2. will have taken over
  3. will have run out    4. Will scientists have found
  5. will; have     6. Will we have found
  7. Will you have mastered   8. will have heard the news
  9. will have given up  10. will have been
11. will have finished  12. will have left

Work sheet 19
I. 
1. the film will have already started
2. my dad will have gone to bed
3. he will have spent all his money
  4. he will have been here exactly three years
  5. will have been married
  6. she will have travelled
  7. will have written 
  8. will not have forgotten
  9. will have redecorated
10. will have been
11. will not have made
12. will have driven
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Work sheet 20
I. 
  1. stops/will have stopped   2. will have had
  3. will have been married    4. will have become
  5. will have disappeared    6. will have been living
  7. will have been flying    8. will have been working
  9. will have been teaching  10. will have been wearing
11. will have been driving  12. will have taken
13. will have been   14. will have been living
15. will have been playing  16. will have been dancing
17. I will have been learning 18. will be brooding

Work sheet 21
Answers may wary
I. 
  1 will be driving
  2. will be studying
  3. will be sleeping
  4. will be raining
  5. will be going
  6. will be visiting
  7. will not be reading
  8. will you be doing
  9. will be causing
10. will be having
11. will be attending
12. will be sleeping
13. will be looking 
14. will be flying

Work sheet 22
I. 
  1. must      2. need not
  3. couldn’t      4. might have been
  5. can       6. need not
  7. could/ must     8. couldn’t
  9. shouldn’t/ mustn’t  10. must
11. can    12 must’ve
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Work sheet 23
I 
  1. Should      2. would’ve
  3. should      4. should
  5. can be      6. will
  7. must not     8. Can’t
  9. should    10. had to
11. can    12. could’ve
13. might

Work sheet 24
I
  1.  That they would challenge the examination authorities—

direct object
  2.  This year will reveal higher literacy rates and lower 

unemployment—direct object
  3. How much the economy will be affected—indirect object
  4. Whoever stole the diamond—direct object
  5. that tracks customer spending—direct object
  6. what time it is—direct object
  7. that I had taken his car—direct object
  8. That Denise hasn’t starved—direct object
  9. What Payal said—direct object
10. that the final exam will be difficult—direct object

Work sheet 25
I
  1. who listens to his students; teacher
  2. who I loved dearly; dog
  3. who takes blame well; Shantanu
  4. with tickets; all individuals
  5. that you bought me; shirt
  6. who baked the winning pie; the woman
  7. when I was unable to answer; time
  8. that you are looking for; the books
  9. who are willing to serve others; Those
10. to whom much is given; One
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11. which I loved like a woman; My ship
12. that I want to buy; The phone
13. where my father grew up; The house
14. that I heard on the radio; The song

Work sheet 26
I  Answers may vary
  1. The book that I gave you was falling apart.
  2. The town that you live in is very small.
  3. The sweets that Shruti brought yesterday are delicious.
  4. The postcards I mailed a week ago haven’t reached yet.
  5. The football match my friend played in was very dull.
  6. I don’t trust Avneet’s new dog.
  7. The house that he lives in is huge.
  8. Did you notice the new shirt Sohinee wore yesterday?
  9. Do you know the girl who is talking to Martin?
10. Did you see the cat that is lying on your bed?
11. I think you shouldn’t miss tomorrow’s football match.

Work sheet 27
I.
1. The red and blue Air Jordan sneakers were expensive.
2.  The limousines with the tinted windows could be carrying 

celebrities.
3.  The Sydney Opera House, at the entrance to the Sydney 

harbour, is famous for its architectural design.
4.  Lady Gaga, who rarely shows emotion, was excited to meet 

the Queen.
5. The shoes, made of expensive leather, get scuffed and dirty.
6. The blueberry and strawberry pancakes were really delicious.
7. The brown paper packages could be a bomb.
8.  Aishwarya who is brooding in a corner, is celebrating her 

birthday.

Work sheet 28
I
1. The picture (on the previous page) is of a tractor.
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2.  Members of the constabulary in England (sometimes called 
“peelers”) get their nickname from Sir Robert Peel.

3.  The Taj Mahal (found in Agra) is not made entirely out of 
marble.

4.  The Delhi Daredevils (based in Delhi) is a famous cricket 
team.

5. The teacher (who was new) could not control the class.
6.  A report on education (April 2005) shows that the level of 

literacy is only rising in urban areas.
7. I visited Goa (which was full of tourists) on my way south.
8.  You can eat almost anything when travelling if you observe 

simple rules (avoiding unbottled or unboiled water).

Work sheet 29
I Answers may vary
  1. When a pet dies, part of yourself dies too.
  2.  We took photographs of the patron saint of lost causes—

Saint Jude.
  3.  Picture this—a man deep in the forest gorges on the food 

around him, fruits, berries, anything sweet and edible.
  4.  Last week we read The Adventures of Onion Choppers, a book 

by Aishwarya Subramanian.
  5.  Our three friends, Larry, Curly and Moe have decided to 

enter show business.
  6. When in doubt, mumble; when in trouble, panic.
  7.  Children’s love for McDonald’s rests in part on the sense 

of familiarity associated with all McDonald’s restaurant 
settings across the world.

  8.  Some batsmen hit the ball and stand, waiting for it to land; 
others run to try and score runs.

  9.  Hurling, which has been the national sport of Ireland since 
legendary times, is to Indian eyes like a football game 
played at hockey speed.

10.  The train, its metal wheels squealing as they spin along the 
rusted tracks, rolls more slowly now.
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Work sheet 30
I
1. It was raining; I had to take an umbrella.
2. I felt like a fool; I got on the wrong bus.
3.  My children run amuck in the living room; they are 

energetic.
4.  Bartleby liked the first film the best; he thought the second 

one was rubbish.
5. I liked Ulysses; it was a pleasure to read.

Work sheet 31
I Answers may vary
1.  The Gopals were having a party because their daughter was 

getting engaged.
2.  The police issued a warning on the radio because a dangerous 

prisoner had escaped from prison.
3. Justin went to find help since the car broke down.
4.  Mansi became very frightened because she heard a strange 

sound.
5.  Even though the policeman told her not to look back, she 

could not help it.
6.  I didn’t want to hurt his feelings, however, his tattoo looks 

more like a pony than a fierce dragon.
7.  Since I’m stuck outside in the rain getting wet, I want an 

umbrella.
8.  Nandita ran screaming into the street as, upon opening the 

box, she was horrified to see thousands of spiders pour out.

Work sheet 32
I. Answers may vary
  1. so      2. in order
  3. While      4. such as
  5. Because of / Owing to    6. On
  7. As a result     8. Hence
  9. According   10. Finally
11. For example   12. As a result
13. Consequently   14. in case
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Work sheet 33
I.
  1. CX      2. S
  3. C      4. S
  5. CX      6. C
  7. S      8. S
  9. C    10. C
11. S    12. C
13. S    14. S
15. S

Work sheet 34
I  Answers may vary
  1.  Rachel gave me a cake recipe, but I did not use it as her cake 

tasted funny.
  2.  He went to the market as he needed more milk; then he 

made pudding.
  3.  I will not drink this coffee because it is too cold; please brew 

a fresh pot.
  4.  I  prefer watching action movies, however, I recently saw a 

thriller and enjoyed it very much.
  5.  I forgot her birthday and when I suddenly remembered, I 

sent her a card.
  6.  The fan cheered as the team captain scored the final goal, 

winning the championship.
  7. Mansi works while I eat potato chips and write.
  8.  Sheetal eats breakfast and then either goes to school or a 

music class.
  9. James said enough and we all agreed.
10.  Dad went golfing while mom stayed home; she wanted to be  

there in case the cat returned.

Work sheet 35
I Answers may vary
  1.  The family could not find the roof of their house that had 

been blown away by the tornado.
  2.  Painting by the street light, the artist completed the picture 

in record time.
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  3.  The policeman fined Kunal for talking on his cell phone and 
driving at the same time.

  4. I handled the glasses made of crystal with care.
  5. We saw several bears while driving through the sanctuary.
  6. An angry dog chased me while I was riding my bike home.
  7. The waiter gave me the bill after I had eaten my meal.
  8. My gradfather died when I was eight.
  9.  Chuck’s wallet fell out of his pocket when he was rushing to 

catch the bus.
10. Ashish found many cobwebs while cleaning his room.

Work sheet 36
I Answers may vary
  1.  The policeman, who was forty years old, found a child 

crying for his mother.
  2.  The princess who was dressed in a pink dress, arrived on 

a ship.
  3.  The car, which was old and rusty, was finally sold by my 

father.
  4.  The half-eaten caveman was found a short distance from 

a Tyrannosaurus rex.
  5.  The mechanic with the lazy eye tried to inflate the car 

tyre.
  6. He assassinated the president using a scimitar.
  7. The robot read the post-it note that was stuck to the 
board.
  8. The one-legged florist sold the bouquet.
  9. The green and slimy aliens probed the captured aliens.
10.  Still holding the money in his hands, the robber ran 

from the policeman.

Work sheet 38
I 
  1. d      2. b
  3. f      4. a
  5. g      6. c
  7. j      8. h
  9. e    10. i
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Work sheet 39
I
  1. c      2. l
  3. d      4. i
  5. a       6. k
  7. j      8. e
  9. b    10. f
11. h    12. g

Revision 1
I. 
1. a     2. b
3. a     4. b
5. b     6. a
7. a     8. b
9. b

II
1. will be vacationing  2. will have slept
3. will be driving     4. we will have flown
5. will be having     6. will have finished
7. will be playing     8. will still be doing 
9. will have cleaned   10. were

III Answers may vary
1. could      2. should/ought to
3. Shall      4. will
5. may      6. Can
7. should      8. Can/Could
9. may    10. ought to/ should

IV Answers may vary
  1. so      2. so
  3. Even though/While    4. Since
  5. if      6. since
  7. even though/until    8. until
  9. as long as   10. Even though
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V Answers may vary
  1. Barney was asked for a loan by Fred.
  2. Smoking is forbidden by the company.
  3. Six people were arrested by the police.
  4. “My Way” was sung by Frank Sinatra.
  5. You might be visited by him tomorrow.
  6. The statue was erected in 1954.
  7. Were you interested by the story?
  8. The refreshments were prepared by me.
  9. The course will be finished by the students by August.
10. These toys are made of wood by them.

Work sheet 40
I 
1. b     2. a
3. c     4. b
5. a

Work sheet 41
I 
1. b     2. c
3. c     4. c
5. c

Work sheet 43
I 
  1. had    2. was driving
  3. if he had/she had remembered   4. hadn’t ordered
  5. had been trying    6. would be organising
  7. has friends   8. lived
  9. told me to take a look at myself 10. wanted to visit

Work sheet 45
I
  1. the baby  like an octopus
  2. this class  like a circus
  3. the giant’s steps  were thunder
  4. the pillow  was a cloud
  5. I  like a limp dishrag
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  6. Those girls  like two peas in a pod
  7. the fluorescent light  like a thousand exploding suns
  8. Harold  wet blanket
  9. the bar of soap  a slippery eel
10.  nervous  as a cat with a long tail in a room full of  

rocking chairs.

Work sheet 46
I
Across
  1. light      3. bird
  4. fish      7. baby
  9. quick    11. strong
12. slippery    14. snail

Down
  2. giraffe      3. busy
  5. stubborn     6. duck
  7. bat      8. quiet
10. cold    11. sly
13. pig    14. snow
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Notes
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Notes
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